Nanotechnology is manipulation of matter on atomic, molecular and supramolecular scale. It has extensive range of applications in various branches of science including molecular biology, Health and medicine, materials, electronics, transportation, drugs and drug delivery, chemical sensing, space exploration, energy, environment, sensors, diagnostics, microfabrication, organic chemistry and biomaterials. Nanotechnology involves innovations in drug delivery,fabric design, reactivity and strength of material and molecular manufacturing. Nanotechnology applications are spread over almost all surgical specialties and have revolutionized treatment of various medical and surgical conditions. Clinically relevant applications of nanotechnology in surgical specialties include development of surgical instruments, suture materials, imaging, targeted drug therapy, visualization methods and wound healing techniques. Management of burn wounds and scar is an important application of nanotechnology.Prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of various orthopedic conditions are crucial aspects of technology for functional recovery of patients. Improvement in standard of patient care,clinical trials, research, and development of medical equipments for safe use are improved with nanotechnology. They have a potential for long-term good results in a variety of surgical specialties including orthopedic surgery in the years to come.
Richard Feynman's lecture in 1959 "There's plenty of room at the bottom" led to development of nanotechnology concept.He is respected as the "Father of Nanotechnology". Norio Taniguchi derived the term nanotechnology in year1974. He identified that materials can be manipulated precisely at nanometer level. Nano is one-billionth in the SI length unit meter (1.0 × 10 -9 ). "Nanotechnology is the science of design,synthesis, characterization and application of materialsand extremely small devices". Extensive molecular inter-actions occur in the body on at nanometers (nm)scale in particles of less than 100nm size.The nanomaterials show drastically different behavioral properties related to melting point, conductivity, and reactivity compared to the larger particles. The Quantum wells,quantum wires and quantum dots (qdots) are nanomaterials characterized at the nanometer scale in one, two or three dimensions respectively. Fullerenes, dendrimers and semiconductor quantum dots are nanoparticles with a diameter <100 nm.Molecular proteins have sizes that range between 1 nm and larger whereas atoms are smaller than 1 nm size.
Nanomedicine utilizes highly precise molecular interventions for diagnosis and treatment of diseases.Nanoscienceis development of materials use at atomic, molecular and macromolecular scale and study pnenomina of altered properties due to small nature of the particles.Nanotechnology use the various design, characterization and production and applications by the shape and size at the nanometer scale.
History
Titaniumexposed to air forms an active biological field due to oxidation that promotes ingrowth of living tissues. Discovery of this phenomenon in 1950'slead to the development of nanotechnology and a tremendous leap in bone implant applications in medical technology.
The concept of nanotechnology
At nanoscopic size, the materials acquire altered physical and chemical properties. They haveunique and advantageous surface charac-teristics compared to their original size. Nanoparticles are between 1 and 100 nm in size with a surrounding interfacial layer. Nanotechnology enablesexploitation and organization of nanomaterials of one dimension below 100 nm.High surface area to volume ratio is responsible for the infinite propertyachieved by their smaller size. Mechanical, optical, magnetic, and chemical characteristic of nanoparticles achieved due to its particle sizewhich enable them as ideal choice for wide applications inthe fields of science, electronics, defense cosmetics and medicine. It has developed into a multibillion-dollar industry.Types of nanotechnologies describedby Rice University, Houston are • Wet nanotechnology is the study of biological system in water environment. • Dry nanotechnology focuses on carbon. Silicon and inorganic materials are also parts of dry nanotechnology.
• Computational nanotechnology related to modeling and stimulation of complex nanometer scale structures.
Nanotechnology perspectives are materials perspectives (larger to smaller) and molecular perspectives (simple to complex). Classification of Nanomaterials are according to their diamension,phase composition,organic or inorganic.
(a) Dimension-basedclassification
• Nanorods,nanowires, nanotubes, nanofibers, platelets-size d"100 nm • Quantum dots, hollow spheres dimensions < 100 nm (b) Phase composition-based classification • Single phase solids -Amorphous crystalline particles and layers • Multi-phase solids are matrix composites coated particles that include colloids, aerogels, ferrofluids, etc.
(c) Organic and inorganic types
The organic types of nanomaterials (1) Discovery of C60 was a major discovery in the field of carbon chemistry. Buckyballs are self-possessed of carbon atoms linked to three other carbon atoms by covalent bonds in a perfect sym-metrical pattern (Kroto et. al, 1985 [1] )This molecule was named as Buckminster fullerene after an American architect Buckminster Fuller. C60 is the cheapestand easiest to produce by vaporization of graphite into helium using laser beam.
(2) Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as fourth allotrope of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure.They are elongated fullerene carbon nanotubes rolled up, with hexagonal carbon honeycomb sheets in perfect order that remain open or closed at ends. Currently carbon nanotubesare made by various solid and gaseous carbon-based production technologieslike Fig. 1 . The nanoparticles remain free or form groups according to the attractive or repulsive interaction forces between them (a) electric arc release which is an electrical breakdown of a gas which gives away an ongoing plasma discharge (Ebbesen and Ajayan, 1992; Iijima, 1991) [2, 3] (b) laser ablation where aelevatedlevel of power laser is used to vapourize carbon at high temperatures from a graphite target (Guo et al., 1995; Thess et al., 1996[ 4, 5] ), and (c) chemical vapor deposition, the most common method of cnt production is catalyzed chemical vapor deposition of hydrocarbons (Kong et al., 1998; Li et al., 1996; Ren et al., 1998) . [6, 7, 8] (3) Carbon nanotubes-based materials: Boron or Nitrogen doped carbon nanotubes wereprepared (1994) by replacing the carbon atoms with Boron or Nitrogen elements in all types of nanotubes.
Inorganic materials
(1) An entirely inorganic spherical fullerene-like molecules are developed by adding copper, chlorine, iron, carbon, phosphorus and nitrogen (Bai et.al.2004 [9] ).The spherical structure is three times larger of C60.(2)Inorganic nanowireshave no inner cavity, and aresynthesized by using metals like silver, bismuth, cadmium and semiconductors viz. zinc.(3) Quantum dots are spherical nanosized crystals of all semiconductor metals (cds, cdTe, ZnS) and their alloys. A quantum dot varies in size from 2 to 10 nm in diameter. Quantum dots have core made up of semiconductor, coated by ZnS.
Near-Infrared Fluorescence Imaging (NIRF) and positron emission tomography (PET) of integrin á v â 3 , with quantum dots-based probes have improved tumor targeting efficacy and can detect tumors even at a lower concentration. Integrin á v â 3 ,is a receptor for vitronectin with two componentsintegrin â 3 and integrin á v (CD61) and is expressed by platelets. Quantum dots are suitable nanoparticles for cell tracking, reticulo-endothelial system mapping, and tumor targeting.
(4) Dendrimers (Dendron means tree) synthesized in early 1980's are repetitively branched, complex, synthetic and spherical molecules.They are known as arborols and cascade molecules.Poly-amidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers are known as Starburst dendrimers.
Addition of different chemical species to the dendrimer surface enables different functionalities like detecting dye molecules,imaging agents and pharmaceuticallyactive compounds.They also develop affinity ligands,radioligands and targeting components.An important application is Dendrimer/DNA complexes areused for gene delivery. [10] Nanomedical applications areimmensely complex and has role in multiple disciplines of science,medicine and engineering.Pre-clinical applications of nanotechnology arein vitro diagnostics:Nano-technology requires smaller samples in point of care (POC) diagnostics. There is no chance for sample deterioration and avoids intensively laborious work. It is less time consuming and achieves accurate results.
• In vitro tool of diagnosis: biosensors contain biological liquid.They signalspecific biological molecules in solution, a transducer convert it to a quanti-fiable signal. It can be a single biosensor or contain many integrated bio-sensors.
• To measure parts of genome Gene chip devices are designed.They use DNA fragments as reusing elements for diagnostic purposes.
In vivo diagnostics
Traditional imaging techniques detect the diseased tissue and later contrast agents were injected to identify position/place of disease. Refinement by nanotechnology integrates imaging tools and contrast agents todetect disease even at single cell level. Nanotechnology achieves • Specific identification of cancerous cells. • Enable to identify locus of inflammation, developing tumor and visualization of vascular structure.
• Treat the cancerous tissues early without affecting normal healthy tissues. Multifunctionalimaging programs are possible with nanotechnology due to the enormous surface area of nanoparticles.Radionuclide-based molecular imaging methods and molecular magnetic resonance imaging (mMRI) have sensitivity and are quantitative buthas low resolution typically >1mm. Multimodality imaging using nanoparticles has better intrinsic and extrinsic resolution and higher rates of accuracy. Imaging labels such as super paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles for cellular imaging and drug delivery. Quantum dots, and micro bubbles are used for nuclear imaging of tumor angiogenesis and in identifying atherosclerosis and cancer. The advantages are that magnetization property is achieved in a magnetic fieldand theyform a stable colloidal suspension. This process is important for applications inbio-medicalsciences. They induce faster T2/T2 relaxation henceutilized as contrast agents for MRI. Magnetic force for clinically controlled targeting applications can be directed to desired site in the body.SPIO act as carrier vehicles that make it unique in magnetic targeting, local hyper-thermic effects and visualization with magnetic resonance imaging. SPIOs are typical tools for theragnostic application that combines diagnosis, treatment and follow up of a disease. External alternating magnetic field stimulates SPIO crystals and produce local hyperthermia-based therapies. SPIO labeled macrophage infiltration act as surrogate marker for stem cell viability.
The clinical applications of SPIO include magnetic separation process, hyperthermia therapy and stem cell tracking.In oncology they are used in MR contrast imaging of liver tumor and lymph nodes metastasis. Imaging done before therapy is to identify inflammatory involvement andis used as a prognostic biomarker. It acts asanticancer drug deliverysystem and used to measure pharmacodynamics response to cancer treatment program. SPIOferumoxytol is not approved for imaging purposes. They are commercially available in the US as Feraheme ® and in Europe as Rienso ® .
Nanopharmaceuticals are of two types (1) Therapeutic agent itself acts as own nanocarrier system and (2) Therapeutic agents with modified characteristicsby coated nanoparticle carriers or nanoengineered drugs are used. They are functionalized or entrapped to develop new properties.Poorly soluble, poorly absorbed drugs acquire new properties suited for better drug delivery. Labile biologically active substances are converted by Nano particulate systems into stable and idealdrugs for better delivery.In commercial terms the economic life of proprietary drugsisextendedand the time to market (TTM) for drugs are shortened.Recently, newer drug carriers are developed using third generation vectors. It consistsof biodegradable core together with a polymer envelope (PEG) with membrane recognition ligands.Nanoparticles used for drug carriers for chemotherapeutics deliver medications directly to tumors, without any harm to the healthy tissues. [11, 12] Bioavailability of orally administered insulin is the challenge for development of oral insulindrug for the patients with Diabetes Mellitus. Absorption of oral insulin is the main Fig. 3 . Sheets of graphite rolled into a tube form carbon nanotubes, single and multi-walled nanotubes.They are used as structural composites and in catalytic and biomedical supports concern,selenium nanoparticles (SeNPs) used for oral insulin deliveryover-come the absorption barrier. Pharmacological bioavailability improved by 9.15% compared to subcutaneous insulin. INS-SeNPs not only reduce oxidative stress and improve pancreatic isletcell function but also help promote glucose utilization. It has the disadvantage of producing significant hypoglycemic effect in both normal and diabetic animal models. Further clinical trials are needed for use in human diabetic patients.
Precision drug targeting depends on the efficiency of drug-targeting systems on the three components namelytargeting structure, drug attachment or carrying element and the drug delivered.Unique molecular featurefor different diseases known as "unique address" makes it possible for site-specific targeting of drugs. It is a milestone in the improvement of drug delivery systems. The therapeutic target must be abundantly expressed by most diseased cells and absent from healthy issues. The methods used for drug targeting are(1) unique molecular structures targetcancer molecules of various organs and tissues or (2) antibodies to these unique molecular structures are used as therapeutic agents. Stabilization of drug molecules by nanoscale drug delivery systems are used as gene delivery vectors and prevents rapid degradation of drugs.Nano-particles, nanowires, nanocages and dendrimers are the different types of Nano-sized carriers with clear advantages: • Drug reaches target cell without being degraded. • Enhance drug absorption in cancer cells. • Avoids side effects and • It has no interaction with normal cells.
Passive targeting works on the basis of "Enhanced permeability and retention". Tumors with leaky blood vessels cause nanoparticles to seep to the site of damage and accumulate. This reduces the accumulation of cytotoxic drug and reduces its side effects.Active targeting: Molecules bind particular cellular receptorsthat areattached to nanoparticles. This brings drugs into cancerous cellsas it specifically targets receptors.Destruction within is to destroy tumors thermally byNano shells. Infrared light selectively kills tumor cells without damage to the healthy cells around the periphery of the tumor.Drug delivery devices:Nano pumps are tested for insulin delivery. Nanofabrication of ultra-small devices with storage and release of pharmaceutical ingredients directly deliver anticancer drugs to the tumor.Nanoencapsulation: Nano capsules carry vaccines, antibiotics or genes fortargeted delivery and release with reduced side effects. Osaka University in Japan has developed a model for targeted delivery to human liver made of genes and drugs.
Viral nanoparticles (VNP) in medicineare bio-nanomaterialsavailable in nature.VNP technology is crucial in chemical engineering anddevelopment of bio-medical applications. Genome-free component of VNPs are subclass of VNPs known as virus-like particles (VLP). VNPs are important tools for applications in medicine (1) . Virus-based vaccines are prepared from genetically engineered VNPs (2)Chemically engineered VNPs are used in targeted drug-delivery. Theircommon applications arePegylated liposomal doxorubicin, albuminbound paclitaxel and Poly (lactic-coglycolic acid) preparations for drug delivery. In biomedicalimagingnanoparticle-based contrast agents are used for magnetic resonance imaging.
Nanoscale fabricationis asignificant step innanoscience and nanotechnology and Nano scale level characterization of physical, chemical and biological propertiesis crucial. The idea of scaling is basic in the evolution of the micro-electronics. Scaling of devices below 10 nm size is expected to be impossible because of physical, technological and economic reasons. Heisenberg's uncertainty or indeterminacy principle suggests that a length scale of a few nanometers is possible.Nanofabrication can be divided into 2 types. The"Bottom up" approach uses chemical synthesis or self-assemblyand have applications in optics, pharmaceuticals, electronics, Nano fluids, catalyzes, Nano composites coatings and tissue engineering. They are divided into Gasphase method and Liquid-phase methods.
Bottom Down approaches for Nano scale fabrication: • Employs "self-assembly" process • Under specific conditions the atoms and molecules arrange themselves into the product.
The "top down" approach use the nanolithography and their nanoscale fabrication Utilizes techniques such as, colloidal synthesis, epitaxy and lithography.
Nanotechnology applications in Surgery
Nanotechnology has played a major role in all surgical specialties with fabrication of surgical implants and tissue engineering products. They have improved imaging technology,drug delivery systems and scaffolds fabrication with improved material-cell interactionthat are useful in surgical practice of wound healing. Surgical tools:Surgical blades made with diamond nanolayers has major advantages of • As diamond has a low friction coefficient, it decreases the penetration forcein tissues.
• It has chemical and biological inertness. It has the property of little physical adhesion to materials or tissues.
• Plasma-polished blade available as Diamaze PSD-Plasma Sharpened Diamond. It has a decreased coating thickness from 5-25 ìm to 0.5 ìm with reduced surface roughness to 20-40 nm. They are ideal for precisesurgery in the fields of Plastic, ophthalmic and neuro-surgery.
Suture needles and sutures
Nanoneedles: Suture needles made of nanosized stainless-steel crystals are available as Sandvik Bioline, RK 91TM Needles.Ideal suture needles for ophthalmic and plastic surgery should have characteristics of good ductility, strength and resist corrosion (Wilkinson2004 [13] ).Needles are made of stainless-steel and nanosized particles of 1-10 nm size quasi crystalsby thermal ageing techniques acquire the above charecteristics. Medical wires Sandvik Bio-line (1RK91™) havevery high tensile strength and hardness levels. Incorporation of silver nanocoating on silk sutures are recent approach against surgical infections. Nano tweezers will make precise cellular level surgery possible in the near futureGluing by aqueous nanoparticle solutions containing Stöber(Mesoporous) silica or iron oxide are used for Nano bridging and effectively controls bleeding and repairs damaged tissues. Liver wound edges glued by nanoparticles stopped bleeding quickly. Large numbers of nanoparticles produce millions of bonds between two surfaces for good healing. Nanoparticles are so small, and they do not have any adverse impact on wound healing process. No chemical reaction is needed for the healing process and they show aesthetic healing.
Recently, surgical sutures are made with advanced technologies. Theypossess adequatemechanical functions as well as drugeluting capacities.Electro spun drug-eluting sutures with or without bupivacaine has been developed for postoperative pain management. Multifilament suture materials have the risk of infection, antibiotic eluting sutures prevent infection and achieve good healing properties. Absorbable antibiotic-eluting sutures withpoly(L-lactide), PEG and levofloxacin for ophthalmic surgery are being used with good results.Surgical sutures coated with curcumin loaded Gold NPs for surgical site infections (SSI) are also available. Heparin-immobilized nanofiber for Vascular suture applications are being used. D r u g s l i k e a c e c l o f e n a c o r insulinincorporated with the sutures exhibit 4% and 15% loading, release the drug for 7 and 10 days,respectively. Aceclofenacreducesepi-dermal hyperplasia and cellularity in skin inflammation and insulin showswound healing properties with improved cellular migration. On-composite nanomaterial and nanotechnological applications in surgery are: • Nanofabricated drains • Self-assembling nanofibers for hemostasis • Conduits for focused direction in nerve repair and • Analysis of neuroprotection and neuro-modulation in real time and modifying the processes.
The surgeon can visualize the interior part of the surgery by 'Smart 'instruments thathave Fig. 4 . Quantum Dots are selenides or sulfides of metals such as zinc or cadmium with applications in medical imaging and disease detection, production of LEDs, solar cells and photovoltaic sensors within the medical device or aninstrument made by embedded technology method.It helps to take corrective steps at an early stage of complications.
Minimally invasive surgery
In interventional cardiology the dreaded complication is the risk of thrombus formation on the surface of intravascular catheters. Recently, catheters made of nanotube-based polymer reinforced with multi walled carbon NTs used as a filler in nylon12 (matrix) have contributed to the advances in minimally invasive surgery [14] ).Nucleation function of the carbon nanotubes reduces thrombogenicity by changes in electrostatic properties and dense surface changes. Advantages of the nanotechnology-based devices include enhanced mechanical properties, faster recovery to original shape and better handling properties, high resistance to fracture and their capacity to prevent and treat biofilm-associated infections on medical devices.
Optical Nano surgery
Optical tweezers (single-beam gradient force trap)is a power-full instrument with highly focused laser beams. They are used for noninvasive manipulation of micron-sized objects in the order of piconewtons, together withsingle living cells or organelles surrounded by cells, and viruses Ashkin and Dziedzic,1987 [15, 16] ).They are ideal for nanomanipulation of biological molecules,e.g. DNA (Bennink et al.,2001 [17] ).
Near-infrared constantwave laser light from optical tweezers generates stress in nematodesby expressing an integrated heatshock-responsive reporter gene. (Leitz et al., 2002 [18] ).
Visualization of drug distribution andmetabolism can be done by tracking their movement. Cells are colored with dyes and they glow when excited by light of a certain wavelength. Quantum dots luminescent tags areattached to proteins, have the capacity topenetrate cell membranes. The dots are bioinert materials of various sizes and their movement throughout the body can be tracked. The occurrence of light worn to make anassembly of quantum dots fluorescentsimultaneously make another group incandescent. Light of particular wave length will lit both groups depending on the size of the dot. "Nano cameras" are used for visualization of surgery and computers can be used to control the Nano-sized surgical instruments Nanomedical Devices are classified b a s e d o n t h e i r l e v e l o f i n v a s i v e n e s s . Intravascularcatheters, smart stents andendoscopes are are products of nanotechnology. Needles for electro-stimulationand syringes are other important applications. Gene or cell transfection systems efficiently delivers nucleic acids, proteins and siRNA into any cell types. Detection of circulating molecules at low concentration are possible by on-line monitoring sensors. Theirability to cross biological barriers like the blood-brain 1986 K. Eric Drexler first used the term "nanotechnology" in his book titled: "Engines of Creation:
The Coming Era of Nanotechnology".Atomic-force microscopy (AFM) was invented. 1991
MITI, Japan announced the bottom-up "atom factory" concept and Sumio Lijima discovered Carbon nanotubes. 1997
First molecular nanotechnology company (Zyvex) was founded by James R.Von Her ll. First design of Nanorobotic system introduced 1999 "Nano Medicine" published by R.Freitas, first book on nanomedicine. Nanotechnology safety guidelines were introduced. 2000
National Nanotechnological initiative (NNI) was launched.
2001
Feynman prize for developing "Theory of nanometer-scale electronic devices" and carbon nanotubes and nanowires synthesis.
2002
Feynman prize was given for making DNA enable the self-assembly utilized for new structures and to work on model molecular machine system 2003
Feynman prize was given to described electronic and molecular structures of new materials. Amalgamation of biological motors of single molecule was estwith nanoscale silicon devices.
2004
Policy conference on 'Advanced Nanotech' and Centre for nano-mechanical system were established. Feynman prize for Design of stable protein structures and novel enzyme with various other altered function was introduced [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] Robotics, 3-D networking and active nano products (3-D nano systems) that change their state during use were introduced. An improved walking DNA nanorobot was discovered. 2011
Era of molecular nanotechnology started. Nano processors that work with a programmable nanowire circuit were identified.DNA molecular robots were identified to go along a branched track. Silicon Dimers were mechanically manipulated on a silicon surface. 2012
Nano sensors and Nanotechnology Knowledge Infrastructure (NKI) are the two Nanotechnology initiatives (NSIs) launched by NNI. 2015
Global market of nanotechnology reaches 1 trillion US Dollars. 2016
Graphene Nano devices used for DNA sequencing 2017
A new type of 3D computer chip that combines two cutting-edge nanotechnologies with increased memory and logic circuits. An all-women team of researchers from Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi has developed a new drug delivery platform using nanoparticles. 2018
The study of plasmon dissipation across graphene.New class of nanomaterials called metal-organic frameworks or "MOFs," used to take carbon dioxide from atmosphere and combine it with hydrogen atoms to convert it into valuable chemicals and fuels.
Future 2020
An estimated 6 Million workers will be needed worldwide by 2020.The first "molecular Assembler" to be developed barriers will widen their usefulness.DNA origami is folding of DNA in range of the nanoscale size togenerate non-arbitrary two and/ or threedimensional shapes at the nanoscale.DNA Nanoscale structures act as both structural and functional element. Self-assembled DNA nanostructures are capable of being used as smart drug delivery vehicles in molecular-scale diagnostic. . Currently, nanodevices are implants used for detecting cancer and other diseases. Implanted as sensors they confirm myocardial infarction by detecting extravasation of three cardiac marker peptides namely, Cardiac troponin1 (cTn1),Myo-globin and CK-MB.Further research is on to develop to human cells to enhance the performance of drug delivery systems and for diagnostic applications at the molecular scale level for fabri-cation of a modular DNA-based enzymatic nanoreactor. Nanotechnology in wound healing: Skin Wound healing is a highly coordinated, spatiotemporally regulated process with sequential andoverlapping steps.Hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling is an ongoing continuous process. [19] Multiple cell types including fibroblasts, keratinocytes, immune, endothelial, and progenitorcellstake part in the mechanism of wound healing. [20] Multiple dyanamic and continuous molecular and cellular events are controlled by growth factors, cytokines and chemokines. Final outcome of this process depends on the skin and microbiome interactions. The interleukin (IL) and growth factors signaling networksorganize cell to cell and cell to extracellular matrix(ECM) interactions to fully heal a wound. Any alterations in this sequence leadsto non-healing, chronic wound. [21] Antimicrobial nanobased dressings, immunomodulating antimicrobial nanoparticles, Gene modifying/silencing technologies and Growth factor-releasing nanoparticles are the different modalities available for wound care.
Typical features of a chronic wounds are unresolved inflammation andnon-migratory epidermis.There is impaired fibroblast function and ECMdeposition, decreased angiogenesis and increased levels of proteases.The presence of bacterial colonization and/or infection will lead to the chronicity of the wounds. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] There is an amplified interest in finding more competent therapies for chronic wounds like venous, diabetic and pressure ulcers. [28] Wound care is one of the excellent and widely used applications of nanotechnology. Nanotherapies target different phases of wound repair with good results. Nanomaterials in wound healing must have intrinsic properties beneficial for wound treatment and create an ideal microenvironment for healing and serveas delivery vehicles for thera-peutic agents. [29] Topical drug delivery in cutaneous wound healing depends on various factors,may be cell-type specific and used for a limited time only until the wound has healed. Chronic wounds are real challenge and various approved therapies areavailable. Bioengineered human dermal substitutes, recombinant platelet derived growth factor (rhPDGF) and skin equivalent are ideal for management of chronic wounds. [30, 31] "Smartbiomaterials" like Human Fig. 7 . Top-down and Bottom-up approaches for nanoscale fabrication skin equivalent and dermal substitutes promote healthy healing process by its interaction with the wound environment. Stimulation of chemotaxis of neutrophils, macrophages, proliferation of fibroblasts, and smooth muscle cells are the beneficial effects on wound healing by PDGF. [32, 33] Antimicrobial textilesurfaces and wound care products are prepared by cotton and polyester fabrics treated with nanosized silver colloidal solutions (25-50 ppm). Another process involves melt-spinning of polypropylene and silver nanoparticles of 15 nm size.Biomedical "smart" textiles: Passive smart textiles sense the environment only. Active smart textiles have a sensing purpose and act as movers in wound healing process.Very smart textiles have the capability of adapting their behavior to the circumstances and aid the healing process.
Woven fabrics and textiles using carbon nanotubes:Traditional textile spinning techniques are used in making of carbon nanotubes yarns.Wet spinning techniques are used for SWCNTs and dry spinning techniques are used for making MWCNTs and SWCNTs.Wound care delivery platforms in wound care products:Nanoscale bio-degradable polymer fibershave been widely used in wound care products.They are produced by electro spinning technology and have potential applications in wound care in future. Wound care products are used as an effective and efficient hemostatic agent. Micro-dispersed oxidized cellulose technology and nanofiber technology are integrated in the process.
Nanoparticles and nanofibers for wound dressings have two layers of silver-coated,high -density polyethylene mesh. Electro spun nanofibrous membrane, polyurethane and silk fibroin nanofibers be the most commonly used in wound dressings. A rayon adsorptive polyester core used in delivery of nanocrystalline silver from a non-adherent, non-abrasive surface Electro spun materials have the advantages ofhigh surface area-to-volume ratio,wide range of pore size and has high porosity. These factors favour cell attachment, cell adhesion, growth and proliferation. They also improve spreading of type I collagen. Porous structure allow fluid exudates from the wound to pass through and avoids wound desiccation, and prevents exogenous infections.
Silver-based nanoparticles
Silver and its ions forms have been used for their bactericidal propertiesfor thousands of years. [34, 35] Introduction of anti-microbial agents containing silverbactericidal properties have revolutionized burn wound care. [36] Silveracts at multiple levels of cell cycle. It blocks respiratory enzyme pathways, alters microbial DNA and brings changes to thecell wall. Its antibacterial activity reduces the chances of developing resistance. [37] It is effective against multidrug-resistant organisms and has low systemic toxicity. [38] Pure silver nanoparticles (SNPs) markedly increases the rate of silver ion release.
Nitric oxide-delivering nanoparticles have a broad-spectrum antibacterial property against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (DeRosa et al. [39] ).The capability of NO in destroying MRSA biofilms was described by Miller et al. [40] and nitric oxide-releasing small molecules promote cell dispersal in P.aeruginosa biofilms (Barraud et al [41] ). A silica nano-particle with NO-releasing capacity delivers the drug to pathogenicbacteria with increased bactericidal efficacy against planktonic P.aeruginosa cells(Hetrik et al. [42] ).The other applications for wound healing are nanoengineered scaffolds with growth factor added to nano-materials. The future will be for nano scaffolds with added stem cell to stimulate wound healing.Nanotherapies with gene, ran interference (rnai), and small interfering rna (sirna) have infinite potential in wound care. Cell-type specificity will be achieved with nanotechnology-based targeted delivery in near future.
Gastrointestinal ulcers
Nanoparticles embedded with specific antibiotics are used in clinical applications for infections of the gastrointestinal tract. Smaller particle size and adhesiveness act against bacteria present in the mucosa make it ideal for treatment. [43] Abundant mucus production in the gastrointestinal tract, especially in the stomach,favors attachment of small particles. [44] Immune cells easily take up small particles with more adhesion propertyfor better efficacy.Nanoparticle-bearing antibiotic treatment for H. pylori infection is with combination of two antibiotics (clarithromycin, metronidazole or tetracycline) and a proton pump inhibitor is very useful for gastro intestinaltract ulcer management. N A n o t e c h n o l o g y I n S u r g i c a l Specialities:Surgical Oncology:There is aparadigm shift from tissue staining to tissue imaging withnanoparticles.Theirapplications are wide spread in tissue visualization by advances in immune-histochemistry, profiling multiple sclerosis(MS), imaging MS, magnetic resonance imaging, detection of biomolecules, cancer cells and stem cell tracking. Surgery is the first choice and the most effective modality in treating human cancers.Complete surgical resection of cancers with a clear margin all around is the single most significant predictor of patient endurance.The challenges for surgeons during surgeryare accurate identification of malignant tissues and removal of the entire tumor with adequate negative surgical margins.Total removal of the involved lymph nodes that drain the area involved by tumor disease and localization of small local residual tumor are the most important factors in implementation of adjuvant therapies.
Preservation of normal uninvolved structures is curcial for maintaining form and function.Gold Nanoparticles have a special property called the 'Enhanced Permeability and Retention Effect' (EPR Effect).Certain sized molecules of gold NPs accumulate in cancer cells more than in normal cells. Gold nanoparticles have a huge surface area and 'Surface Plasmon Resonance' properties. Gold nanoparticles restrict cancer meta-stasis.
Two types of gold nanoparticle shapes are more competent in converting light into heat energy.(1)Gold nanorods are solid cylinders as small as 10 nm in diameter. With different combinations of diameter and length of nanorods, the wavelength of light that the nanorod absorbs can be changed.
(2) Nanospheres have gold coating over a silica core.Changes made in the thickness of the gold coating and in the diameter of the silica core the wavelength of the light that the nanosphere absorb may be altered. Difficulties experienced in AuNPs for cancer theranostics are its instability in the blood circulation, difficulties in targeting specific cells of interest and activation in response to the tumor microenvironment(TME).It poses issues for systemic AuNP delivery for cancer diagnosis and phototherapeutics.Gold NPs are successfully used for Rheumatoid arthritis,Alzheimer's disease and cancer detection. Nanoparticles of colloidal gold, quantum dots, and polymeric liposomes have particular functional and structural properties compared to discrete molecules/bulk materials that are used in clinical applications. [45] Recently,targeting ligands (monoclonal antibodies, small molecules or peptides) are combined with nanometer-sized particles. They target malignant tumor cells and alter tumor microenvironments like tumor stroma and tumor vasculatures with high speci-ficity and affinity and help reduce the size of the tumor. [46] Theragnostic is a treatment strategy that combines therapeutics with diagnostics. It is an important integrated diagnostic,imaging and cancer treatment protocol. [47, 48] Diagnostic optical methods have problems related to tissue penetration whereas nanotechnology intra-operative imaging helps in tumor localization. It is an useful tool to assess tumor margins and for mapping of sentinel lymph nodes. They are used for identification of residual tumor cells or detect micrometastases.They help surgeon to confidently remove the tumour with better survival rates of the patients.Identification of adjacent vital structures is another advantage so that morbidity following the surgery is reduced. Nanoparticle contrast materials (sizes between 10-100 nm diameter) accumulate in solid tumors targeting both active and passive mechanisms.Their large surface area enables combining multiple diagnostic and therapeutic agents for theragnostics.
Quantum dot(QD) is a semiconductor crystal of nanometer size with distinctive conductive propreties determined by its size.They form a group of fluorescent labels for use in biology and medicine. [49] Quantum dots and colloidal gold with their specialoptical and electronic properties of light emission with superior signal brightness are ideal for use.Theyresist photobleaching with broad spectrum of absorption for excitation of multiple fluorescence colors simultaneously. QDsnanoscale scaffolds are usedfor designing multi-functional nanoparticles.Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) nanoparticles are brighter than near-infrared quantum dots and more intense than organic dyes.QDs have ahigh degree of sensitivity and selectivity.Intense fluo-rescent signals and multiplexing properties helpthe agents get concentrated in tumors.They are cleared from other normal tissues and organs. The long-term toxicity and fate of nanoparticles need to be evaluated further for authenticity of its safety. [50] "Tumor detection nanoshells"aim tumors and afford detection using Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy.The nanoparticles are encapsulated with a thiol-modified polyethylene glycol (thiol-PEG) coating for stabilityand they are conjugated with an antibody to increase selectivity to tumor cells.
Thoracic surgery:Imaging of tumors of thorax and their intraoperative localization have always been a challenge.Nanotechnology based imaging helpsintra-operative tumor localization. They also play a role in lymph node mapping and in accuracy of tumor resection.They are crucial in the adjuvant lung cancer therapy and help improvethe survival rate of patients with lung cancer. Drug delivery of anticancer drugs like paclitaxel, docetaxel and doxorubicin has shown improved survival rates. Nanotech-nology has enabled monitoring of tumor microenvironment and make molecularlytargeted lung cancer therapy a reality. Next frontier in lung cancer therapy involves integration of diagnosis, targeting and drug monitoring with controlled release by developing 'Theragnostic' multifunctional nanoparticles. [51, 52] The heart:Nanotechnology plays a role in detection and treatment of defective heart valvesand arterial plaque.Nanorodsnanomaterials are made up of minute gold rods alters the structure of valves made of collagen,a fibrous protein.There is a requirement for off-the-shelf implantable tissue engineered heart valves(TEHVs). A functional and viable implantable TEHV constructs may soon be realized by microfabrication and 3-D hydrogel preparation techniques.Growth enhancer (steroid) drugs incorporated in valve fabrication help produce more collagen. Nanomaterials with drugs incorporated to it are used in the treatment of aneurysm to prevent hemorrhages.Nanotechnology has improved the treatment of clogged arteries. Nanoparticles are lipid-basedmole-cules and form a sphere shape called a micelle.The pectinase is attached to the surface and it is released onto the plaque. Nanoburrsare nanoparticles coated with a tiny amount of protein, which gets stuck to the target area and release drugs for several days.
Artificial heart: Repair of damaged heart tissues and other organs is made possible by manufacturing high-functioning artificial tissues. They are durable and give adequate support for the tissues repaired with them for optimal function. Hydrogel scaffolding reinforced by carbon nanotubes are used for making cardiac tissue patches.Diamond-like carbon(DLC) are usedin design of implantable human heart pump.
Nanotechnology applications in vascular surgery:Stents or synthetic bypass grafts for vascular intervention procedures require stent and catheters with less thrombogenicity and minimal tissue reaction.Tissue engineeringandnanotechnology help in making ofcoated stents for making it less thrombogenicand making of implantable materialswith drug-eluting capacity. Thrombus formation is the main reason for graft failure. It is due to endothelial dysfunction. An ideal graft must have biomechanical properties similar to healthy natural vessel,capacity to resist hyperplasia of the intima and possess thrombo-resistant properties. Percutaneous coronary interventions employing brachytherapy benefits from the unique electrical properties of Diamond-like carbon(DLC) and recently coronary artery stents are also made of DLC.
Polyhedral oligomeric Silsesquioxane (POSS) is a nanostructured chemical between ceramic and organic materials. Nanocomposite Polyhedral oligomeric Silsesquioxane poly (carbonate-urea) urethane (POSS-PCU) has all features of ideal graft.Its amphi-philic naturerepels platelets and gives anti-thrombogenicproperties. [53] Fumed silica nanoparticle releases nitric oxide, enhances the anti-thrombogenicity of the polymer. Nanopatterning of the graft luminal surface is done to promote cellular adhesion and to stimulate endothelialization.This is due to the presence of bioactive peptides associated with POSS-PCU.
N a n o t e c h n o l o g y a p p l i c a t i o n s i n N e u r o s u r g e r y : F e m t o s e c o n d l a s e r neurosurgery:Tissue damage by use of conventional LASER is high as heat production occurs first before it cuts.Ultra-short pulse lasers are used to cut nanosized cell structures like nerve cells by an extremely precise surgery (Yanik et al.,2004 [54] ). "Nano scissors"produce low-energy femtosecond near-infraredlaser pulses without harming normal surrounding tissues. The low energy and short laser pulses have minimal thermal damage. This is due to reduced mechanical effects like plasma extension and shock waves.Also the heatdoes not get accumulated and ther is no extension of thermal damage to normal surrounding tissues. (Colombelli et al.,2004 [55] ).Fifty percent of cut axons exhibited regrowth within 24 hours. Femto-second laser systems find applications in corneal refractive surgery in ophthal-mology (Juhasz et al.,1999 [56] ) and in dermatology (Kumru et al., 2005 [57] )
Radiosurgery:Image-guided techniques enhance accuracy,stability and east to operate. Radiosurgery is a type of stereotactic radiotherapy. It is called as Gamma knife or cyber knife treatment. It is a very accurate targeted radiation therapy in large doses to destroy brain tumors. Femtosecond laser surgery of axotomy of neurons was performed with functional regeneration. It is now possible to cut single neurons and remove dendrites without damaging cell viability Tissue engineering in neurosurgery:Neurite out-growth, branching, and formation of neural networkssynpsesare required for the refurbish or regeneration of the central nervous system subsequentto brain or spinalcord injury. [58, 59, 60] Singlewalled function-alized CNTs and multiple walled Functionalized carbon nanotubeshelp in regeneration of neural tissues. Carbon-nanotubes interfaced on phosphate glass fiber constructed into a 3-D, is a new class of neural scaffold that supports good cell viability and neuronal interactions.
Nanotechnology applications in ophthalmic surgery:Reactive oxygen species(ROS) are important causes of cataract and other ocular diseases. Oxidation is main feature of cataract formation.High surface area to volume ratio property of nano-materials play a crucial role in treatment of various eye conditions. Exposed position of the eye and theease of accessibility,offers nanotechnology a wide range of applicationsin many ocular conditions • M e a s u r e m e n t a n d c o n t i n u o u s monitoringof intraocular pressure in glaucoma patients. Sight-restoring therapy:Polymer-based artificial tears contain petrolatum and lanolin. They are associated with redness, irritation and eye pain when used for treatment of dry eyes. When treated with medium-chain triglycerides as a liquid lipid andthen dispersed in polyvinyl pyrrolidone solution, theyforma nanoscale-dispersed eye ointment(the ointment matrix particle size about 100 nm).NDEO has no cytotoxicity to human corneal epithelial cells and is safe for ophthalmic use.It restoresnormal corneal and conjunctival morphology.Its improved drug delivery prevents postoperative scarring in patients with retinal degenerative diseases. Ocular drug delivery systems available at present are microemulsions, nanoparticles, nanosuspensions, dendrimers, liposomes, niosomes, and cyclodextrins. Nanomedicine, nanoimaging, andnanodiagnostics will further the frontiers of ocular diagnostics,drug delivery and therapy.Retinal nerve cell regeneration, nanoretina and nanotechnology-based eye implants are the future development that will help millions of people in need.
Nanoceria nanoparticles [Cerium oxide (CeO2)5nm diameter] have a large surface area to volume ratio that effectively clears the reactive oxygen intermediates. Junping Chen et al demonstrated that intra-vitreal inoculation with nanoceria particles prevents light damage in rodents [61] .Macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy related to oxidative damage can also be treated. There is no need for repetitive dosing of nano-ceria particles and they regenerate their function asscavengers of reactive radicals.
Glaucoma: Fluctuations of intraocular pressure (IOP) is difficult to monitor and its measurement is valuable for treatmentof glaucoma. [62] A disposable soft silicon contact lens with sensor (CLS) embedded in it measuresthe corneal curvature produced by changes in IOP.This platinum-titanium strain gauge sensor has a total thickness of 175nm.The CLS is capable of measuring IOP to within 0.2mm Hg with 95% confidence interval and monitor IOPfor up to 24 hours. The pressure profiles recorded were flat, fluctuating or in the form of spikes depending on diurnal versus nocturnal periods, activity and with or without prostaglandin analog treatment.
Pathological neovascularization in posterior segment of the eye is due to age-related macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy. Treatmentis a confront due to the anatomical and physiological ocular barriers. Topical, systemic, periocular, impale and intraocular are the routes for nanocarriers-based drug delivery into the posterior segment of the eye. Gold, silver and silicate nanoparticles act as inhibitors of neovascularization even without carrying the drugs. Nanotechnology applications in field of plastic and reconstructive surgery o f t t i s s u e r e p a i r a n d h e a l i n g : Nanotechnology has tremendously improved clinical care of traumatic and burn wounds. [63] Dressing materials of different composition are designed to improve wound healing by acting at all phases of healing process. Threedimensional nanofibers scaffold resembles the native extracellular matrix (ECM) and enhance host tissue regeneration.Mechanical integrity,absorption of fluids, temperature control,and gas exchange properties are essential for ideal wound healing and tissue repair.Nanofibers provide all favourable criteria for the microenvironment for good healing to occur.
Implants and prostheses are part of day-to-day plastic surgery practice. Implants used in breast augmentation and reconstruction following mastectomyprocedures require adequate strength to withstand deformation and have the ability to prevent capsular contracture formation and must be durable.The shell of the silicone breast implants is made up of silicone rubber nanocomposite, reinforced with nanosized SiO2. Micro/macrotexurization surface modifications increase the roughness of the surface. Surface modifications available are siltex texturing, patterned surface and Biocell surface. Capsular contracture formation is prevented by halofuginone coated silicone implants that have anti-angiogenic property.Nanofiber coatings on the implants deliver tumor-specific anticancer drugs for area-specific chemotherapy to the tumor bed. The undesirable side effects of current systemic chemotherapy regimens are avoided. [64] 
Fig. 15. Protocol of Tissue engineering and Implantation
Tissue and organ engineering in plastic surgery:Reconstruction and repair of differenttissues utilized in plastic surgery is made a reality by nanotechnology.Electro spun nanofiber matrices areurbanized for skeletal muscle regeneration. [65] It provides enough tissue and avoids the donor site morbidity of rib graft.Nasal cartilage is used for complex nasal reconstruction procedures following cancer, trauma, or congenital defects. [66] Artificial skin has been used for treatment of skin defects. [67, 68] Advanced manufacturing facilities with available new biomaterials and products with good healing have enhanced aesthetic appearance.
Nerve tubulization:Management of nerve gaps over 5 mmrequires autologous nerve graft procedures. The problems faced are the limited nerve donor sites and associated morbidity. New approaches in peripheral nerve repair have developed nanostructured tubular andporous conduits. They guide the regenerating nerves in proper alignment without loss of regerated axons. Biomaterials, embryonic stem cells, schwann cells, neural stem cells may be loaded to the conduits for enhanced regeneration.Chitosannanofibermesh tubes used in sciatic nerve injuries in a rat model showed partial recovery of sensory function of the nerve's regeneration. (Wanget al [69] ).Nanophase silver-impregnated Type I collagen scaffoldincrease the amount of adsorbed proteins that are required for nervehealing. The time to nerve regeneration is decreased and an increase in the thickness of myelin sheaths aid better nerve conduction.
Nanotechnology in maxillofacial surgery: Maxillofacial surgery and dentistry has the potential to bring enormous advances with the applications of nanotechnology through nanorobotics, nanomaterials and biotechnology. [70] Nanorobots help clinicians in diagnostics, and various therapeutics process using natural nanomaterials which holds the potential to enhance the reconstruct a patient's craniofacial skeleton and dentition.
N a n o d e n t i s t r y i m p r e s s i o n materials:Nanofillers in vinyl poly-siloxanes, produce a unique siloxane material withbetter flow and enhanced dental charecteristics for use as an impression material.Dentifricesmade of nanosizedhydroxyl apatite crystals are used asprotective layer on tooth enamel in the restoration. The small dentifrobotsare invisible, crawling at a slow speed and are inexpensive mechanicaldevices. They are safely deactivated by themselves if swallowed accidentally and are programmed with strict occlusal avoidance protocol. M a t e r i a l s t o i n d u c e b o n e growth:Hydroxyapatite nanoparticles are used to treat bone defects.Nanocrystals have modified surface with nanopores that adsorb proteins. Calciumsulphate is used to fill small spaces found in post extraction tooth sockets. It is used in periodontal bone defects and as an adjunct to the longer lasting bone graft material.
Dental Implant failure is due to insufficient bone formation around the biomaterial. Osseointegration is a bioactive method with direct physio-chemical bonding and involve the use of titanium implants.Surface roughening at the nanoscale level increases osteoblastic adhesion. Osseotite Dental Implants are titanium implants with nanosized deposits of hydroxyapatite and Fig. 16 . An illustration of nanotechnology Gene delivery mechanism calcium phosphate that increases bone formation around the implant.Orthodontic wires must be corrosion resistant and have a good surface finish. Sandirk Nano flex is ultra-high strength stainless steel with good formability.This prevents loss of vitality and resorption.Tooth-straightening in horizontal and vertical position of tooth without pain is possible with the use of orthodontic nanorobots.
Nanotechnology applications in orthopedic surgery:Nanotechnology provides a multitude of new tools for applications in orthopedics. Osseointegration of implant materials, repair and regeneration of meniscus, osteochondral defects and vertebral disk are the important applications. It has an important role in targeted drug delivery in treatment of bone cancers.
Bone is made up of flexible matrix and bound minerals. Bone matrix is composed of elastic collagen fibers and ground substance. It is a biocomposite material complex of mineral mixture of calcium and phosphate in the form of hydroxylapatite, proteins with type I collagen fibrils, and water. Dimensions of the mineral and organic constituents are on the nanometer scale (Rho et al.,1998 [71] ).The most important concerns with conventional orthopedic and dental implants are failure and limited life-time especially for young patients. Bone substitutes developed by nanotechnology have improved strength and longevity of the implants.Technological advances made in implant manufacture have made possible the development and applications of biosensors, sensitive diagnostic systems, and controlled drug delivery systems. [72] Osseointegration is stimulation of rapid new bone formation that make the implants firmly fixed within the bone.Material properties of the implant and mechanical characteristics of the surrounding bone tissueshould be matched. They must be in direct chemical and physical bonding with adjacentbone surfaces to achieve a good osseointegration.There should be nofibrous tissue interfaceformation. Stainless steel and cobalt chrome alloys are used for their good mechanical properties but stiffness of solid materials resulted in stress-shielding and bone resorption. Osseointegration minimizes stress and strain at the tissue-implant interface for better performance and the longevity of implants.
A p p l i c a t i o n s o f n a n o m a t e r i a l i n orthopedic surgery are related toimproving implant longevity,treatment of osteoporotic vertebral fractures, control ofinfection,treatment of orthopedic oncology, orthopedic tissue engineering and in stem cell regenerative medicine. Nanomaterials develop superior physio-chemical properties due to modifi-cations in physical charecteristics and resultantenergetics of original materials. The major implant applications are (i) Reconstructive joint replacement (ii)Spinal implants (iii) orthobiologics and (iv) trauma gives the toughness to the alumina matrix. Therisk of aseptic loosening is a major cause of failure in total joint replacements (TJRs). Nanotextured materials improves osteoblast adhesion,osteointegration and is also effective in the treatment for bone defects. The use of nanocomposite implants in the treatment of osteochondral knee defects wasdemonstrated by Kon et al. [73] Coatings materials for sustained delivery devices for osteogenic growth factor and drugs.
Nanostructured diamond coatings are ultra-smooth nanostructured diamond (NSD and USND)for titanium and cobalt-based alloy metal implant surfaces.They provide good adhesion properties to titanium alloys and poor adhesion to cobalt-chrome and steel substrates(Catledge et al., 2002a [74] ) and the lifetime implants is increasedby 30 to 40 years (Catledge et al., 2002b [75] ).Nanostructured hydroxyapatite coatings are used extensively in orthopedic and dental implants. Hydroxyapatite biocoatings and tita-nium coatings connect the implants structurally and functionally with the human bones.This is achieved by an increase in osteoblast function that promotes bone formation around the implant.Recently,the next generation nanostructured hydroxy-apatite coatings are prepared by electrophoretic deposition technique.
Diamond-like carbon(DLC) has properties similar to diamond and it exists in seven different forms. Its main property is reducing abrasive wear of the implant surfaces. They are commonly used in implants for hip and knee joints replacement surgeries.
Nanostructured metalloceramic coatings: The main drawback of ceramics is their hard coatings on metallic substrate that has less adhesion properties.The presence of Chromium in Cr-Ti-N ternary system has an influence on the corrosion resistant properties of the system. They act as functionally graded metalloceramics. Ti-Cr-N coatings impart good wear-resistance, high hardnessand excellent high-temperature resistance to implant surface.
Nanoporous ceramic implant coatings: Titanium made alloy implant surfaces are coated with nanoporous alumina layer by iodization of aluminum (Briggs et al., 2004; Karlsson et al., 2003 [76, 77] ).This results in ahighly adherent coatingthat can withstand stresses,shear and tension, similar to the bone it will be implanted. Implant coating nanomaterials: Titanium and their alloys have good osseointegration properties and they are ideal implant materials. New bone growth is stimulated by surface roughening techniques like sandblasting and hydroxyapatite coating (Ducheyne et al., 1986 [78] ) or by formation of titanium dioxide or titania (Uchida et al., 2003 [79] ) . Helical rosette nanotubes (Chun et al., 2004 [80] ) and Titania nanotubes are the newer class of nanomaterials that have been used with good long-term results(Ohet al., 2005 [81] ).Helical rosette nanotubes are organic nanomaterials with two basic DNA components, guanine and cytosine (Fenniri et al., 2001 [82] Functionalized helical rosette nanotubes are ideal for next generation of orthopedic implants as they enhance osteoblast function and implant longevity.
Titania nanotubes are prepared on the titanium substrate using anodization process. "Nanoinspired nanostructure" is sodium titanate made fromeither alkaline treatment or sol-gel method. It is coarser than its precursor sodium titanate. The smallest is the nanofiberhydroxyapatite. HA-based nanofiberis prepared from Gelatincalcium phosphate(caP) sol. Gelatin stabilized gold Fig. 19 . The Nano Nuclear Medicine applications nanoparticles supportedby titania nano-tubes are used in medical implants.Gelatin is the denatured product of collagen used as an immobilization matrix for biosensor production.
Surface modifications:Failures of implants are due todecreased osseointegrationand fibrous encapsulation at the tissue-implant interface(Kaplanet al.,1994 [83] )Identification and creation of nanostructured surfaces using nanofibers has led to an enhanced implant performance.Nanofiber alumina have an increased cytocompati-bility properties.Alumina nanofibers in both delta and theta crystalline phases increase osteoblast cell activity and also calcium deposition. This is due to enhancedadsorption of vitronectin as a result of decreased adsorption of apolipoprotein A-1 and due to increased adsorption of calcium on nanophase alumina.
Surface roughness modification of implants atNanometerscaleenhance bone growth towards the implant surface.Innumerable mecha nical,thermal,chemical,electro-chemical and laser methods are availableto improve orthopedic and dental implants.Nanophase alumina (Webster et al., 2001 [84] ) and poly (lactic-coglycolic acid) (PLGA) cast of carbonnanofibers (Price et al., 2004 [85] )are commonly used due to their increased osteoblast function and orthoclastic response.Anaphase alumina(Webster et al.,2001 [86] ), copolymer mixtures ofpolystyrene and polybromostyrene {PS/PBrS} (Dalby et al., 2002; Dalby et al.,2003 [87, 88] ), PLGA (Vance et al., 2004 [89] ), and ceramics (Mustafa et al., 2005 [90] are the various materials used for surface roughness modification.
Bone replacement materials:Artificial bone is a laboratory created bone-like material used asbone graft. Hydroxyapatite and collagen fibers are the major components of bone. Chondroitin sulfate,keratan sulfate and lipid are also present. Organic polysaccharides(chitin,chitosan,alginate) and minerals(hydroxyapatite) are the material types prepared in bone grafting procedures. Nanoclayfillers reinforced bone cement has enhanced mechanical properties.Selenium, nanoceramics, alumina,titania,carbon,nanometals, Ti6AlV, cobalt chrome alloys and nanocrystalline,diamonddisplay nanophase characteristics. [91, 92] Bonereplacement materials are used to treat fractures of the bones, periprosthetic fractures during hip revision surgery, acetabular reconstruction, filling cages in spinal column surgery, osteotomies and for filling bone defects in children. [93] Charecteristics of applications of bone replacement materials 1.AnInjectable bone matrix with 100% synthetic nanoparticularhydroxyapatite in paste form. This is completely absorbed after a few months. [94] 2. Engineered synthetic bone productloaded with bone void fillercomposed of hydroxyapatite nano crystals, have structure similsr to native bone crystals. 3. Synthetic replacement material for cancellous bone grafts with â tricalcium phosphate nanoparticles has been developed. Compared to conventional tricalcium phosphate they possess larger surface area,higher porosity, enhancedbioresorption and vascular invasion(Szpalski and Gunzburg, 2002 [95] ). 4. Nanocomposite scaffold implants composed of Type I collagen and nanostructured hydroxyapatites are used for the treatment of osteochondral defects of the knee joint.
T i s s u e e n g i n e e r i n g i n v o l v e s scaffolds,signals and cells used to generate tissues in a limitless number of arrangements. In orthopedicsrestoration of pathologically altered tissues by cell transplantation in suitable scaffolds and biomolecules lead to tissue regeneration.Scaffolds can be metals,ceramics and polymers.Biological signals commonly used are rhBMP-2 and platelet rich plasma(PRP),osteogenic and angio-genic growth factors. Most commonly used cell types are mesenchymal stem cell(MSCs). Sources of MSCs are amniotic fluid-derieved, skin,periosteum and umbilical cord blood.
Cartilage engineering in orthopedic surgery for repair of cartilage defects or loss in an articular joint or meniscus in order to restore function has been used for many years.
Chitosan is the deacetylated form of chitin,an abundantly available poly-saccharide. Chitosan has minimal foreign body reaction with an intrinsic antibacterial property,can be moulded to various shapes and it forms porous structures ideal for cell in-growth and osteoconduction. Applications of chitosan are as bone graft substitutes, chitosan based hydrogels and wound healing bandages, drug delivery and for gene delivery strategies.Gene therapies with chitosan will be a reality in the coming years.
Nanotechnology for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis:
Reduced bone density and micro architectural bone damages are charecteristics features of osteo-poresis. It can be primary or secondary. Fractures of the spine are more common than other bone fractures due to osteoporosis. Aimsof treatment of osteoporetic vertebral fracture (OVF) are relief of pain, to restore height and functional stability of the vertebral body involved.Nanotechnologyenhances bioavailability of nanosized calcium carbonate and calcium citrate, reduces the risk of osteoporosis and are used for treating osteoporotic vertebral fractures. Vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty are possible with bone fillers,injectable nanomaterials or Polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) bone cement.Development ofcalcium phosphate cement (CPC). [96] and calcium sulfate cement (CSC) with improvement in charecteristics of bone cements have better clinical applications.Injectable hydrogels are new tools for bone healing and regeneration.
An ideal Injectable nanomaterials forvertebroplasty and kyphoplasty treatment must have high injectability and homogeneity during injection. It should havesetting properties with sufficient handling times.It must give adequate mechanical strength with appropriate stiffness to match neighboring vertebral bodies. They must have optimal stimulus for new bone ingrowth and provide porous structures for osseo-integration and angiogenesis. It shouldhave low risk of necrosis or infection and radiopacity for imaging during surgery. Conventional materials have monomer toxicity, high temperatures causing damage to tissues, a failure to integrate into bone and presence ofexcessive stiffness that causes fracture. New nanomaterial incorpo-rated bone cements overcome these complications. PMMA bone cements with nano-phase MgO and BaSO4 shows higher osteoblast adhesion densities than pure PMMA cement. (Ricker et al [97] ).
Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs)are used in bone defects and in tissue engineering. It haschemical andbiological similarities to natural bone and has molding capability upon mixing and is an alternative to PMMA bone cement. CPCs are classified into brushite (dicalcium phosphate dihydrate) CPC or apatite CPC.There is an increase in the fracture resistance with CPC ultrafine nanofibers, similar to cortical bone. Degradation of the fibers makes pores and interconnective channels for bone in-growth . [98] The elastic modulus and yield strength of PMMA decreases when mixed with 2% aqueous solution of sodium hyaluronate gel. [99] Addition of CNTs into CPC increase the strength, and bio-mineralized CNTs also increase the strength of CPC (Wang et al [100] ).Multi-walled CNTs and bovine serum albumincomposite result in a high-strength CPC. (Chew et al [101] ).CPC/multi-walled CNT/ bovine serum albumin composite improves strength and leads to strong interface bonding with CPC and improves reactivity and wettability. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and MWCNT also help improve the mechanical properties, resulting in stronger CPC composites and promote HA growth. Recent applications of CPC are 3-D printing,injectability, stem cell, growth factor or drug delivery.Their applications include pre-fabricated CPC scaffold, 3-D printing, injectable CPC scaffolds and CPC scaffold construct for bone tissue engineering.
Injectable hydrogels are similar to extracellular matrix and are carriers of drugs,cells, or growth factors for bone repair or regeneration. Hydrogels are used to fill gaps in bone defects and treat injuries in non-weight bearing areas. They also deliver growth factors, bioactives and drug molecules, are ideal platform for bone tissue engineering.Biodegradable poly(3hydroxybutyrate-co-3 hydroxy-hexanoate) nanoparticlesadded to chitosanproduce an injectable, thermo-reversible chitosan/â glycerolphosphate hydrogel system. [102] It is suited for a long term sustained and controlled drug delivery of vancomycin for the treatment of orthopedic infections (Abdel-Bar et al [103] )Hydrogels alone cannot beapplied for treatment of load-bearing bones.Injectable composite hydrogel of poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) reinforced by super paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, has high elasticity(Campbell et al [104; [105] Gelatin-based hydrogels modifiedby nanoparticles:Gelatin is a natural biopolymerwidely used in pharmaceutical industry. Gelatin nanoparticles are used in anti-cancer drug delivery (Methotrexate, doxorubicin,paclitaxel, cisplatin), Protein and vaccine delivery,gene delivery ,pulmonary and ocular drug delivery and nutraceutical delivery.Biodegradable gelatin hydrogel with gold NPshas been developed. [106, 107] The gel-gold nanoparticles have potentialfor treating fractured bones.Nanomaterials are widely used for manufacture of implants,as scaffolding for fasterrecovery.Safetyof their applications in treatment for bone defects need further evaluation for long term benefits.
Prevention of Infection:Antibioticresistant infection is the main concern in joint replacement surgeries.Multiple drug-resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) infection has increased recently.Biofilm matrix formation aurond the implant makes it difficult for the infection to be controlled and may nacessiate removal of implant.Treatment with nanophase silver incorporated as a power source into the implant design stimulates wound healing.The body fluids act as conducting medium between battery and silver, creates a low-level chargeto enable the medicines to kill even antibioticresistant bacteria such as methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aereus.Titanium orthopedic implants with nanophase silver incorporated onto the surface shows strong, immediate anti-adhesive and bactericidal effects lasting for up to 30 days. "Drug Eluting nanostructured coating"materials deliver antibiotics and other drugs on implant surface to prevent infection.
Nanotechnology applications in orthopedic oncology involve both diagnostic and treatment modalities.Diagnostic:Nanoparticles carry ligands that bind to specific molecules on the targeted cell. Loading the NP with a contrast,the imaging of the tumor is done at cellular level.The mutated p15 gene is tumor marker for osteosarcoma.They are used for identification of pulmonary metastasis also.Superparamagnetic iron oxide NP or quantom dots are good contrast agents for targeted MRI. They help identification of normal tissues, vital structures near the surgical fieldand identification of residual cancer tissues.Hollow nanoshells,gold nanocages,carbon and titanium nanotubes are used in diagnostic applications.Treatment applications (1) Passive or active targeting of drug delivery (2) Drug loaded nanostructure against tumor cells.(3) Nanovehicles interacting with molecular pathways(4)Hydroxyapatite NP in different osteosarcoma cell lines and (5)Gene therapy. (4) Nanophase (5) Selenium is a potentiator of chemo-therapeutic agents. It inhibits malignant osteoblastic growth at the implant-tissue interface. [108] Bone regeneration: Functionalized SWCNTs are similar to collagen and form scaffolds for bone therapy [109] . Functionalized SWCNTs are ideal materials for artificial bone and to promote growth of bone. They take the role of collagen scaffold for the nucleation and growth of hydroxyapatite in bone when implanted as solutions or substratum as support scaffold. [110] )
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) cultured on TiO2, smaller nanotubes capture local proteins easily and create an extracellular matrixlike for easy adhesion of hMSC. Larger nanotubes make hMSCs elongated and induce differentiation into osteoblastic cell-lines (Oh et al. [111] )Larger nanotubes have less capture of local proteins and hMSCs develop filopodia to cover larger surface area for adequate adhesion.This technique improves osteoinduction that involve gene therapy. [112, 113] Stem Cell Regenerative Medicine of Orthopedic Surgery:Age, disease, damage or some genetic defects cause loss of tissues or organs. Regenerative medicine is the process of regenerating tissues that have lost their fractions. Regenerative medicine allow to grow tissues in laboratory, safely implant them and help regeneration. Stem cells exhibit enormous self repair potential and have many applications in regenerative medicine. Another advance in regenerative medicine is development of biomaterials. Nanotechnology provides nanoparticles and scaffolds for tissue engineering, and surface nanopatterning modifies specific biological responses from host tissues. [114] Nanotechnology in gene therapy: Gene therapy has beneficial effects for treatment genetic disorders like Diabetes mellitus. [115, 116] cystic fibrosis [117, 118] and alpha 1 anti-trypsin deficiency.RNA interference (RNAi) is the method of treatment with good results. Interfering RNAs (iRNA) regulate specific gene sequencing, silencing and down regulating processes. Non-coding RNA leads to the development of therapeutic agents with potential for different diseases including viral diseases and cancers. Themethods to guarantee targeted delivery and high stability are the challenges in this technique.The delivered material should not elicit undesirable immuneresponse. (1) Polymer nanoparticles (PNPs) deliver genes, therapeutic proteins or drugs. They are dissolved as a nanoparticle or encapsulated within as nanocapsule. PNPs are synthesized from non-toxic biodegradable, biocom-patible polymers. Chitosan, cyclodextrin, polyethylenimine (PEI), poly (lacticco -glycolic acid) (PLGA), and dendrimers are the best suited materials. Polycations such as polyline help overcome the DNA size barrier as it "can condense DNA into toroidal nanostructures" to sizes less than 150 nm that can be carried into the cell.
Nanoparticles in gene delivery:
(2) Dendrimers for gene delivery: Mono dispersity,specialized structure and surface functional groups are the properties that make dendrimers valuable tools in gene delivery.
(3)Liposomes areminute vesicle-like structures created by self-assembly in the course oflipids energetic interactions and are commonly used for gene delivery (4) Magnetic nanoparticles: Paramagnetic NPs are used as drug carriers.They target tissues using strong magnetic fields, and are used in cancer treatment. The novel technique of magnetofecion overcomes the drawbacks of in vivo gene therapy.
(5) Gold nanoparticles:The optical and physicochemical properties of Gold Nano-particles (AuNPs), allow easy transfection into cells and have unique biocompatibility that make them nontoxic.
(6)Quantum dots for labeling genetic material:QDs are used in applications ofcatalysis, phosphors, photovoltaic, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and biological labeling.QDs bind to proteins and receptors to check with which molecules they interact. Hence useful in labelling techniques (7) Viral vectors used for gene transfer have safety concerns. Production of antibodies against viral vectors occurs due to stimulation of immune system and naked DNA cannot cross the negatively charged cell membrane as these are also negatively charged. [119, 120] Nanoparticle based gene therapy has evolved to over-come the problems as a mode to transfer genetic material."Hybrid Nanomedicine" consists of TiO2 Semi-conductor nanoparticle of size 4.5 nm linked covalently to oligonucleotide DNA. [121, 122, 123, 124] . Nanomedicine applications help in cure of HIV, cancer, in monitoring, diagnosing and treating a variety of diseases. It restores lost tissue at cellular level and monitor neuro-electric signals and stimulate bodily systems.
Nanorobots: "There is Room at the bottom-NOThere is Plenty of Room at the Bottom" indicate the phenomenal expansion of nanotechnology-related applications.Nanorobots are designed to perform precise intracellular surgery.
Nanorobot propulsion function happens with glucosea and body sugars and oxygen. Nanomanipulation is by using coded ultrasound signals, controlled by computer under supervision of surgeon. Search for pathology, diagnosis and removal of the lesion are the main areas of its applications of this technology. The exterior carbon atoms of nano robot has inert properties. The super-smooth surface of the nanorobots with minimal immune response helps in targeted function.
Nanorobotics isthe technology of manufacture of 'smart' nanodevices that can be used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. It involves creating machines or robots at microscopic scale of a nanometer (10 "9 meters).Nanorobots are essentially nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) which are comparable to biological cells and organelles in size and this technology is known asNanorobotics [125, 126] .Types of nanorobots designed by Robert A. Freitas Jr as artificial blood are: i. Respirocytes. ii. Microbivores and iii. Clottocytes.
Applications of nanorobotics:They enhance human health and functioning by repair of damaged tissues,monitoring body function at the molecular level,removal of cancer tissues and pathological plaques.Composition of nanorobots can bebiochip, bacteria-based, positional nanoassembly or Nubots (nucleic acid robots). The various fields of applications of nanorobotics are microrobotics,drug delivery, biomedical, treatment of brain aneurysm, cancer therapy, and communication systems.Its diamondoid structure form gives its strength. Miniature robotsare designed so that it can be introduced into the body through the vascular system.They can pass through catheters also to under-take basic surgical procedures.Motion, force or a signal created at cellular level power the robot functional. Precise intracellular surgery can be performed through external guidance and monitoring
Clinical applications of nanorobots are in monitoring, diagnosis, treating diseases and targeted delivery of specific drugs.Treatment and diagnosis of Diabetes:Glucose monitoring nanorobots use the chemosensor, determine the time and dose of insulin to be injected. Dentistry:Dentifrobots functions inoral analgesia, to desensitise tooth and in straightening of irregular set of teeth. Pharmacytes nanorobots are loaded with drugs into its payload and used for drug delivery. Surgical nanorobotsprogrammed by surgeons, act as semi-autonomous onsite surgeon by nanomanipulation. These miniature robots can be introduced into the body through vascular access or through catheters. The surgeon can perform precise intracellular surgery, through external guidance and monitoring.Cancer Detection and treatment:Transferrin, a polymercomponent of nanorobots is capable of detecting tumour cells. They kill cancer cells without damaging the healthy cells.They do not have complications such as hair loss, nausea etc.associated with conventional treatment modalities.GeneTherapy isdone by comparing the molecular structure of both proteins and DNA found in the cell.Genetic diseases are treated by nanorobots with accuracy and with much comfort to the patient.
Minimally invasive surgical techniques and 3-D imaging data have contributed to the development of robotic surgery that provide stability of the system and its ability to work at small scales."HybriDot" surgical robot has both automatic and manual functions for drilling and tapping before the introduction of screws into a bone. [127, 128] They have are classified as Class II Medical devices. Femur preparation in total Hip Arthroplasty and Percutaneous screw fixation for pelvi-acetabular fracture, Acetabular cup placement and distal locking of intramedullary nails are tasks completed by the robot. [129, 130] In total knee replacement surgery (TKR)it helps in preoperative planning,bone cutting and accuracy of the prosthetic alignment. In spine surgery, percutaneous insertion of screws with perfection is possible.
Minimally invasive microrobots are used to remove and repair atherosclerotic plaque inside arteries. Nanoparticle-assisted surgery illuminates cancerous tissues for early identification and its complete removal. They are useful tool to scan the body for metastasis. Local drug delivery system helps in diagnosis and treatment of cancers in a more cell-to-cell fashion. Nanobot is set to over-turn the basic paradigm of today's medicine. Cancer-specific nanoparticle vehicles enhanced by personalized genomics is now possible. This will pave way for individualized therapies in near future.
An artificial flagella that mimics natural bacteria in size is developed,with swimmingenabled technology on nanobots.They are being used forretinal surgery.There is a shift from a treatment model to a prevention model. Nanotechnology provides body sensors to check and kill pathogens,before the patient has any symptoms.Advantagesof nanorobot are that it helps the patients to get rid of the disease without any side effects and operate at specific site with a minimal tissue destruction.
Disadvantages of nanorobot are •
The initial design cost is very high and very complicated. An implantable artificial sphincter forpatients with stoma following surgery for colon cancer who cannot have control over defecation has been designed andhas improved Quality of Life(QOL) of such patients.
2.
Artificial esophagus using a 3D-printed scaffold coated with mesenchymal stem cells and seeded in fibrinhas been developed. Reconstruction of esophagus following cancer surgery isnow made simpler with the availability of an artificial esophagus.
3.
Stents with peristalsis and hyperthermia functionare used in patients with inoperable and terminal esophageal cancer as an alternative treatment.It is completely non-invasive, has hyperthermia effect on the carcinoma tissue and maintains peristalsis function of esophagus. B) Implantable type undulation pump ventricular assist device and undulation pump total artificial heart are indevelopemental stages. An undulation pump is a small Rotary blood pump (RP), thatproduces pulsation. The Eva heartis the rotary blood pump tested for endurance and antithrombogenicity.Rotary blood pumps are the most desirable ventricular assist system (VAD) for the small children.
C) Artificial Myocardium using nanotechnology: Nano sensor and nanocontrol chips are being developed as a first step towards the design for artificial myocardium. D ) A n a t o m i c a l M o d e l i n g f o r cardiomyoplasty and/or cardiac transplantation is the gold standard of treatment at advancedendstage heart failure patients.
(E) Brain Function Control Units: Patients with warning sign of an attack of epilepsy are instructed to press a control switch implanted under their skin. The focus of epilepsy is cooled and epilepsy is aborted.
(F)Following total artificial heart implantation, hypertension was observed in chronic experimental studies. Hypertension is a baroreflex function. As the blood pressure increases, there is decrease in heart rate and peripheral arterial dilation.Decreasing the cardiac output and peripheral arterial resistances,blood pressure returns to normal.Diagnosis of baroreflex sensitivity is by a hardware that measuresthe responses of the artery.
Nanotechnology and stem cell research: Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), quantum dots are being used for molecular imaging, delivery of gene and/or drugs into stem cells and tracing of stem cells.
Carbon nanotubes, fluorescent CNTs and fluorescent MNPs are the common nanomaterials used in regenerative medicine for regulation of proliferation and differen-tiation of stem cells. It is also possibleto track and image stem cells, to identify specific cell lineage and study their biology. Stem cells are modulated by mixing of nanocarriers with biological molecules. Translational medicine is "an interdisciplinary branch of the biomedical disciplines supported by three main pillars:benchside,bedside and community"
Stem cell-based therapeutics have found its place in prevention, diagnosis and treat-ment of various diseases.Intracellular access is a reality by nanodevices.They arealso used for intelligent delivery and sensing of biomolecules.The available technologies have a great roleto play in biomedical applications,stem cell microenvironment and in tissue engineering.
Future of nanotechnology:Gene editing technology is required for advancing the functional abilities of MSC. Gene editing MSCs have the risk of tumor formation that is prevented by an advanced CRISPR/Cas9 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) technology. Only one Cas9 protein is required for gene silencing process. This system consists of a nuclease thatcut genomic DNA, and a guide RNA (gRNA) that recruits the nuclease to the target site.Alteratedsequence of the gRNA makes Cas9 nucleases directed toward the DNA target. [131, [132] The system has properties of gene knockout, genome correction, and cassette knockin and gene deletion. CRISPR/Cas9 regulates TGF-b signalling through precise SMAD protein knockdown. [133] CRISPR/Cas9 can be activated in a reversible manner to avoid permanent genome editing. [134] and block the gene expression in other cell types but not MSCs. [135] The advantage of the CRISPR/Cas9 system is the very low effect in gene editing. [136] First clinical trial using CRISPR/Cas9 technology in human was conducted in China in 2016 to treat patients with metastatic non-small cell lung cancer. [137. 138,139,140] Gene modulation is gaining grounds with a combination of EV application and CRISPR/ Cas9 technology.Inhibiting a drug's metabolism enhances its effective dose. Most drugs are metabolized in the body by P450 3A4(CYP3A4). Micellar nano-sized cytochromeP450 inhibitors block hepatic metabolism of docetaxel.Theragnostic Liposome-nanoparticle hybrids for drug delivery and Bioimaging:Liposome-quantum dot (L-QD) hybrid vesicles are nanoconstructs for cell imaging. Liposomal-topotecan (L-TPT) enhances the efficiency of TPT by preventing systemic clearance. It allows extended time to accumulate in tumors.Hydrophobic CdSe/ZnS QD and TPT were located in the bilayer membrane and inner core of liposomes, respectively.
Nanonuclear Medicine: Radioisotopes are used extensively in the development of nanoparticle based therapeutics. Radioisotopes are an integral part for purposes of drug development, diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Assessment of bio-distribution, circulation half-life and pharmacokinetics of nanoparticles has been done by radiolabeling. Radio-isotope is ideal for the diagnostic component of the Dual diagnostic and therapeutic functionalities (theranostics). Treatment of cancers are achieved by delivery of nanoparticles by therapeutic radioisotopes. NPs properties are wide and flexible and enables use of radioisotopes in newer applications. Radio-isotopes versatility and potential with a promise to develop wide range of nanoapplications in the future. Nanotechnology in India: The Initiative Division in the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY) has taken several major steps for the promotion of Nanoelectronics research and innovation in the country. Indian Nanoelectronics Users Programme (INUP) initiated by DeitY is being implemented at Centers of Excellence in Nanoelectronics (CEN) at Institute of Science (IISc) and IIT Bombay. This has provided a great opportunity for Research and Development community all over the country. The art of nanofabrication facilities, research and skill development in Nanoelectronics has taken a giant leap with this initiative.
Nanotechnology initiatives in India: Keeping abreast with the development of nanotechnology and its applications in various fields including defence the Government of India has taken initiatives for the new advances 
CONCLUSION
Nanotechnology has improved all the spheres of Medicine and Health care. Advances in the fields of drug and gene delivery,biomedical imaging and diagnostic biosensors has enhanced patient care. It plays a great role in all surgical specialties especially with regard to cancer diagnosis, imaging and treatment.Complex and innovative hybrid technologies have widened their applications have potential for development in future.High-efficiency delivery transporters for biomolecules into cell are produced using single-walled carbon nano-tubes.Nanotechnology manipulation of genetic material and discovery of new biological components are possible. Wound healing and care of burn injuries are most beneficial applications that helps heal wounds and reduce the sufferings of patients.The development of Smart bandages in the near future will change the concept of wound care.Further research willwiden the horizons in medicine, regenerative medicine, stem cell research and nutraceuticals for many useful applications. All discoveries made,new innovations described and useful advances madewill ultimately help serve the mankind and improve human life to end their sufferings.
